At Tapori

At Tapori
There is sun in th’laughter of a friend
And our homes are near, so come along,
While the wind brings echos of a song.

At Tapori
It's not hard to understand
Someone smiles or waves a hand
And the friend who’s in despair
Finds some sunshine here to share.

Oh friendship
is a diamond in the sand
Oh friendship
when you find it, take its hand
Oh friendship
is a star deep in our hearts
When friends are here, we have no fear.

Oh friendship
takes no notice of frontiers
Oh friendship
makes all barriers disappear
Oh friendship
is a star deep in our hearts
When friends are here, we have no fear.

At Tapori
Every day they’re creating new ideas
Looking upwards, reaching for the sky,
While the children dance and play nearby.

At Tapori
We write messages of light
That escape and then take flight
And so all our dreams unfurl
Soaring all around the world.
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